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ClearBridge™ is your single source of truth – powering the entire payment integrity audit workflow 
from data ingestion through claims adjudication and reporting.

Integrated Document Management 
The ClearBridge™ M-File® integration 
provides a view of all medical records 
documentation and letter correspondence. 

Metric-based Reporting
ClearBridge™ contains metric-based 
reporting, which allows its users to assess, 
compare, and track performance of the 
audit workflow from start to finish. These 
metrics empower teams to develop game 
plans to support the overall business.

Integrated Grouping and Pricing
ClearBridge™ integrates with TruCode®  
to give Clinical Coders the technology  
needed to support their decisions. This 
integration provides instant access to the 
latest coding clinics, coding references, 
groupers, and pricers.

Custom Letter Templates
Letter templates are customized based  
on client specifications and timelines.

User-defined Claim Exclusions
Overlap in claim reviews can occur when 
the health plan and multiple vendors 
are reviewing the same claims universe, 
resulting in unnecessary overhead, 
wasted time and money, and Provider 
abrasion. ClearBridge™ removes the risk by 
systemically managing claim exclusions.

Edit Concept Summary & Statistics 
ClearBridge™ provides statistics that  
enable its users to evaluate and track  
the success of edit concepts. Be evaluating 
edit performance, modifications can  
be made to improve results, when and 
where necessary.

Extensive Search Capability
Within ClearBridge™, users have the  
ability to query data using any field  
available within the data set. Queries  
can be customized, saved for future use,  
and shared with other users who may  
have a similar need.

Custom Claim Selection Engine
The Custom Claim Selection Engine 
contains a standard suite of edits based 
on the most common reimbursement 
models and coding clinics. In addition, 
our team of experts review client-specific 
reimbursement policies and Provider 
contracts and develop custom edits 
to identify scenarios with the highest 
probability for payment errors.

Secure Digital Provider Delivery
Providers connect via HubShare to review 
documentation online (no paperwork) and 
can download or upload documents.  
Sign-on credentials are assigned to provide 
a secure method for accessing  
and transmitting data. 


